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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a holistic, non-intrusive approach for 

drunk and drowsy detection of the driver using computer vision 

techniques of facial landmark detection and motion detection. 

The driver's continuous real-time video feed is observed with 

the help of a smartphone camera. A single scalar quantity, Eye 

Aspect Ratio (EAR) which characterizes persistent eye blinks 

continuously analyses this feed. Simultaneously the system 

checks the body and the head movements using the differential 

imaging technique, which operates in real-time. A severity 

score indicating the fitness to drive is generated cumulatively 

using both methods. The driver is notified with the sound of an 

alarm if the results are positive based on a threshold value of 

the severity score. 

 

Keywords— Computer vision, Real-time processing, Motion 

detection, Facial landmark detection, Eye Aspect Ratio, Severity 

score 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Drunk and drowsy driving are the leading causes of road 

accidents across the world. Klauer et al. [1] have found that 

drowsiness increases the risk of an accident up to six times, 

which is further compounded due to nighttime conditions or in 

situations without prior sufficient sleep [2]. It is a well-known 

fact that the influence of alcohol is one of the major causes of 

reduced vehicular control and increased risk of accidents. 

Numerous studies have established that the risks of road 

accidents, injury or death increase exponentially under the 

influence of alcohol [3]. In Europe itself, there is an estimation 

of 10,000 deaths each year because of drunk driving [4]. 

Alcohol-impaired driving accidents contribute to approximately 

31% of all traffic casualties in the USA [5]. In China, Li et al. 

found that about 34.1% of all road accidents were alcohol- 

related [6]. All of these studies indicate serious human lapses and 

avoidable causes of death, which can be prevented by proper 

monitoring and alerting technology. Therefore, it is 

essential to develop a holistic, non-intrusive system to 

continuously monitor a person’s physical and facial movements 

and to alert them at critical moments to avoid road [17] and [18]; 

techniques using a stereo camera [18] and [19]. Some of these 

techniques have also been converted into commercial products 

such as Smart Eye [18], Seeing Machines DSS [19], Smart Eye 

Pro [18] and Seeing Machines Face API [19]. However, these 

commercial products are still limited to controlled environments 

and require laborious calibration techniques. Thus, there is a long 

way to go before a reliable and robust commercial product is built 

in this category. 

 

The existing systems based on real-time driver monitoring, using 

image processing techniques are largely tackling one aspect of 

the problem, i.e. either drowsiness or drunkenness. To accidents, 

thereby significantly preventing serious injury and loss of lives. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
Existing methods use both active and passive techniques to 

develop real-time monitoring systems. Active methods use 

special hardware such as illuminators [7], infrared cameras, 

wearable glasses with special close-up cameras observing the 

eyes [8], electrodes attached to the driver's body to monitor 

biomedical signals, like cerebral, muscular and cardiovascular 

activity [9] [10]. These methods provide reliable and accurate 

detection. However, the cost of such specialized equipment is a 

major drawback hindering their popularity. These equipment are 

also intrusive that is, it causes annoyance to the driver's body 

and hinders regular driving. The unusual effect of driving in the 

presence of invasive instrumentation reduces the drowsiness in 

testing and simulation conditions. Consequently, the efficacy of 

such models is limited in real road conditions. Most of them are 

yet to be effectively introduced in the market. 

 

Passive techniques in monitoring systems majorly rely on the 

standard remote camera. A set of these passive methods are 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------***----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Abstract—In the present scenario, digital data generation, data consumption becoming necessary due to advancement in 
technology. The business process are taking advantage of the available data. The human data processing becoming important 
in various types of applications like person authentication, verifications automatically by the machines. One of the 
application is to identify the person automatically by the machine. 

 

Face recognition technology is available for use for couple of years. The face recognition technology is limited by the use of 
the restricted environment. In this paper, the method for person identification in unrestricted environment is presented 
using deep neural network. The face recognition and body part recognition these two important steps are used to identify 
the person. 

 

Keywords--Face recognition, deep learning, Person Re-identification. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Identification of the individual person using various technologies becoming important due to the use of person identification 
in various applications like verification as airport, different unities, digital transactions, access to the restricted area or 
information. 

The person identification problem has been studied for several years, but the human like performance for person recognition 
by the machine is not achieved. There are many challenges for the person identification such as size, color, orientation and 
occlusion. The face recognition, recently available for use in the restricted environment. 

 

The person identification is done using face matching process. In this case, face images are stored in the face database. The 
unknown face image is matched with the face images available in the face database. The Face Recognition is implemented to 
person recognition but the constraints is the person should be close enough and also should front towards the camera. This 
process of face identification has limitations for real time face recognition application. 

 

In surveillance application, person recognition becoming very important as video cameras are installed in different areas. 
Previous work related to the Identification of Person is done through Facial Recognition only and that in addition, when 
the person has to show himself in front of the camera with properly aligned face fronting camera. This approach was very 
tedious as each time person has to manually show himself in front of camera to mark himself present many areas. This 
produces large video data for the processing. 

 

The person identification in surveillance video is challenging problem due to several issues like person orientation, scale, 
occlusion by other objects, lighting illumination etc. This paper the problem of person Identification using process of the 
person re identification is explored. 

Person re-identification is the process of mapping images of the individual person captured from various cameras or in a 
different directions or in different situations or instances. Another way to define is allocating an identity (ID) to a person in 
multiple camera configuration. Generally the re-identification is limited to a minor duration and a small environment (area) 
covered by camera. Humans have that ability to recognize other persons by using descriptors based on the person’s  
characteristics related to body like height, face, clothing, hair style and shade, locomotion(walk pattern), etc. and this seems 
to be an easy problem for humans but for a machine to solve this problem is extremely difficult. 

 

In visual surveillance technique, it is very important to link or associate individual people across different camera 
orientations. Cross view individual person re-identification ensure automatic identification and structure of particular 
individual person-specific features or movements over huge expanded environment and it is important for surveillance used 
in many applications for example tracking people using multi-camera and in forensic search. Particularly, for doing person 
re-identification, one compares a query person (person to be identified) the image is captured by camera view against a 
database created of the many people captured in another view for creating a ranked list or array according to their 
comparison distance similarity index. 

 

The most existing methods or approaches in order to perform ReID (re-identification) by changing visual appearance such 
as shape of the face, texture of the body and color of individual or multiple person’s images. People’s appearance is naturally 
limited because of the unavoidable ambiguities related to visual ability and untrust due to appearance 
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Abstract 
Management of Cash inflow is an essential operation of banks for the ATM machines on day to day basis.So, 

Estimation of cash inflow is required in a very precise manner hence the need arises that we use the best possible 

methodology to garner optimum results .therefore,either the best single methodology or the combination of 

methodologies in an appropriate manner is needed to be sought. 

 

Index Terms- Linear regression, Gaussian bell curve, Time series analysis 

 

 
I.I NTRODUCTION 
Comparison of efficiencies of linear regression and Gaussian bell curve for cash inflow management of atm’s 

involves: 

 
1. Finding out the linear regression efficiency. 

2. Finding out the Gaussian bell curve efficiency. 

3. Finally, comparing the efficiencies and finding out the best suitable algorithm. 

 
Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) are 24-hour self-service machines that enable bank customers conducting their 

financial transactions without visiting the bank branch. In spite of online banking facilities expansion, need for ATMs 

transactions remains high over years and makes ATMs an irreplaceable devices in everyday life. In order to meet 

growing cash needs of bank clients, banks have to increase continually the number of their ATMs in different location 

to make cash available. 

 
1. While supplying ATMs with cash, Bank faces with minimizing of total costs. Total costs are consisted of 3 

basic parts: 

 
1. Cost for unwithdrawn cash in the ATM itself (cash freezing); 

2. Cost for transport from the branch to the ATM. 

3. Cost for insurance of the cash in the ATM. 
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ABSTRACT 

Fast Moving Consumer Goods come a long way from the 

production of their raw materials to finally being bought by the 

end user, that is. the customer. Their Supply Chain 

Management is a tedious task and doesn’t really provide you 

with an auditable trail. The source and thus the quality of the 

product raises few questions. The paperwork involved in this 

leads to days of auditing for even a small discrepancy arising 

in the whole SCM. One of the obvious solutions to this is the 

digitalization of the whole process. But that still doesn’t stop it 

from getting tampered. The truth still poses a question with the 

quality of the product being consumed by the end user. Adding 

another level of surety is only possible by ensuring that the data 

is not tampered with during the whole supply chain of the 

product. This is only possible by having a blockchain to 

moderate the whole process. This will not only make sure that 

the data regarding the product is true to its point but also make 

the auditing easy and fast in case of any discrepancy. Few 

western countries have already implemented blockchain for the 

products which require high quality throughout the supply 

chain. Since the type of supply chains vary and data privacy is 

required in some stages between different parties, private 

blockchains are preferred in such scenarios to create that 

balance between truth auditability and data privacy. 

Keywords— Blockchain, FMCG, Source truth auditability, 

 Supply Chain Management  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Supply chain management of a fast moving consumer good is a 

long chain of the product preparation starting from its raw 

materials to the final consumption by an end user that is the 

customer. It begins from the manufacturing of the raw materials, 

which then move towards the processing units, distributors and 

then finally sellers. The chain isn’t really that simple as it seems 

to be. Majority of tasks are handled by paperwork in small to 

medium scaled supply chains. The large ones, though with the 

facility of digitalization for their internal workings, don’t provide 

with the concrete source of truth to ensure the quality of the food 

Anup Kadam 

akadam@aitpune.edu.in 

Army Institute of Technology, 

Pune, Maharashtra 

being consumed by the customer. Having a quick look over the 

current supply chain and its working doesn’t reveal much about 

their underperformance in real life. Though it seems a tedious 

work over a long chain, nothing much can be done over the 

operations and working involved in it. Though, the efficiency 

can be tuned by improving the time required to solve any 

discrepancy between the multiple parties involved in the whole 

chain by automating their asset transfer operations. But the actual 

benefit lies in the ability to trace to the original source and having 

the sense of reliability that the data isn’t tampered with during 

the whole journey of product preparation. This will not only help 

the end user with a sense of satisfaction but will also force the 

intermediaries to focus on their quality control so that their 

contracts aren’t affected. 

 

The ability to have the above-mentioned functionalities without 

breaking the existing system is to have a continuous record of the 

transfer of assets taking place between the multiple parties along 

with the state of the raw materials and processed items. This is 

nothing but having a blockchain for the whole supply chain to 

make sure the data regarding the quality during the stages isn’t 

tampered with. The smart contracts, that is. the contracts between 

the multiple parties get executed automatically on the transfer of 

assets, thus reducing the time it takes to do so via the traditional 

way. This blockchain ensures that there is proper accountability 

of the data being entered into it regarding the product at different 

stages. 

But all this doesn’t mean that the data can be made public 

regarding the whole chain. The contracts being executed are 

made after an agreement between the parties involved, that is. 

they have a proper channel of execution between them. Their 

data privacy is a point of concern for them and wouldn’t want 

other parties to have a look into it. Therefore, to address this 

concern of the intermediaries, different types of blockchains are 

brought up called the private blockchains to address the 

enterprise level issues involved between parties with varied 

agreements and different level of privacies. These private 

blockchains, along with the advantages of public blockchains, 
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Abstract 
 

The research in Sentiment analysis (SA) is in vastly growing stage as people become more expressive on social media, 
blogs, forums and e-commerce websites by sharing their opinions, reviews and comments. In Aspect-level SA 
opinions about various aspect or features of an entity is extracted. Users specify aspects by explicit words (i.e. Explicit 
aspects) or sometimes the aspects must be inferred from the text (implicit aspects).Detecting implicit aspects is 
challenging but very important and limited studies focused on the extraction of implicit aspects. This paper provides 
a survey on recently proposed techniques for detecting implicit aspects. We have classified the studies according to 
approaches they have followed, also specified limitations and future work stated by authors. We have discussed 
different issues in implicit aspect extraction which will give directions for future research. 

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/) 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RECENT TRENDS IN 
ADVANCED COMPUTING 2019. 

Keywords:Aspect Extraction;Implicit Aspects; Aspect based Sentiment Analysis 
 

 

1. . Introduction 

 
Sentiment analysis (or opinion mining), is a field of research which deals with the analysis of user’s opinions,  

sentimentsexpressed in written text. SA is currently very dynamic research area due to the fast growth of internet and 

users’ active participation for sharing, commenting and discussing over blogs, forums, social sites and shopping 

portals. SA can be helpful for manufactures, governments, businesses to get the feedback /impact of their product, 

service or decision. Sentiment Analysis is done at document-level, sentence level, and aspect-level. In document-level 
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Abstract— There are various news/articles which cannot be 

read completely in the hush of our daily schedules. Thus, 

summarization comes into picture. This paper focuses on 

summarizing a text using neural networks which creates a 

summary containing the important key points of the 

text/article. This summarization will be done using neural 

networks (word2vec model).It will focus only on English 

articles. The input given will be in .txt format. Thus it will 

make a lot easier to get a quick summary of the long articles 

and derive the conclusion about what is there in the articles 

and whether they are relevant for a user according to their 

interest. 

Key words: Word2vec, Neural Network, Abstractive, 

Extractive, LSTM 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

As the amount of information on the web is increasing rapidly 

day by day in different format such as text, video, images. It 

has become difficult for individuals to find relevant 

information of the interest. When user queries for information 

on the internet he gets thousands of result documents which 

may not necessarily be relevant to his concern. To find 

appropriate information, a user needs to go through the 

complete documents which results in information overload 

problem which leads to wastage of time and efforts. To deal 

with this situation of dilemma, automatic text summarization 

plays a vital role [6]. Automatic summarization compresses a 

source document into meaningful content which reflects main 

thought in the document without altering information. Thus it 

helps user to grab the main notion within short time span. If 

the user gets effective summary it helps to understand 

document at a glance without checking it completely, so time 

and efforts could be saved. Text summarization process 

undergoes in three steps analysis, transformation and 

synthesis. Analysis step analyzes source text and select 

attributes. Transformation step transforms the result of 

analysis and finally representation of summary is done in 

synthesis step. 

In an abstract summary, the summarized text is an 

interpretation of an original text. The process of producing 

involves rewriting the original text in a shorter version by 

replacing wordy concept with shorter ones[9]. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

Types of Summarization 

A large document is entered into the computer and 

recapitulated content is returned, which is a non-redundant 

extract from the original passage. Automatic text 

summarization process model can be divided into three steps. 

First is the preprocessing of source text, second is 

interpretation of source text representation and source 

representation transformation to summary text representation 

with an algorithm and in the final step, summary text 

generation from summary representation [10] . 

Feature extraction for Wikipedia articles is done 

using ten different feature scores which is fed to the neural 

network and the neural network returns single value 

signifying the importance of the sentence in the summary[8]. 

There are two distinct types   of   features:   non- 

structured features (paragraph location, offset in paragraph, 

number of bonus words, number of title words, etc.) and 

structured features (rhetorical relations between units such as 

cause, antithesis, condition, contrast, etc.) [2] 

   Extractive Method: 
Extraction is mainly concerned with judging the importance, 

or indicative power, of each sentence in a given document 

[1].Extractive text summarization involves the selection of 

phrases and sentences from the source document to generate 

the new summary. Techniques involve ranking the relevance 

of phrases in order to choose only those most relevant to the 

meaning of the source. Extractive summarization is basically 

just picking up the words from the text as it is which are 

important and putting them in the summary. No interpretation 

of the text is done in this process .We also anticipate that shod 

sentences are unlikely to be included in summaries[3]. 

There are four major challenges for extractive text 

summarization as follows: identification of the most 

important pieces of information from the document, removal 

of irrelevant information, minimizing details, and assembling 

of the extracted relevant information into a compact coherent 

report[5]. 

Abstractive Method: 

Abstractive text summarization involves generating entirely 

new phrases and sentences to capture the meaning of the 

source document. This approach is commonly used by 

humans for getting the summary but it proves to be a 

challenging approach. Classical methods operate by selecting 

and compressing content from the source document. 

Abstractive summarization techniques tend to copy the 

process of ‘paraphrasing’ from a text rather than simply 

summarizing it. The abstractive method is more difficult and 

complex as compared to extractive.It copies the way human 

gets the summaries. 

Techniques of Summarization 

   Bag of words: 

This model is a simplified representation which is used by 

natural language processing and information retrieval (IR). A 

text which can be a sentence or a document is represented by 

bag (multiset) of its words, disregarding grammar and even 

word order but keeping multiplicity. In this approach, words 

are tokenized which are used for each observation and 

frequency of each token is found. 

   TF-IDF: 
Tf-idf refers term frequency-inverse document frequency, 

and the tf-idf weight is a weight often used in information 

retrieval and text mining. TF-IDF weight is a statistical 

measure which is used to evaluate the importance of a word 

in a document in a collection or corpus. The importance 

shows proportional behaviour to the number of times a word 
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